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West Nile disease in humans has been detected for the first time in Italy in two regions, Emilia-Romagna and Veneto. Surveillance subsequently set up in Veneto detected a case of West Nile neuroinvasive disease and a few asymptomatic infections, but no case of West Nile fever. We conclude that also West Nile fever cases should be specifically targeted by surveillance.

Background

The first equine outbreak of West Nile virus (WNV) infections in Italy was reported in 1998 in Tuscany (province of Florence) [1]. Subsequent active human surveillance of stable workers identified four individuals who were seropositive but did not report any symptoms [2]. To our knowledge, no human passive surveillance (for ill people) was carried out in Italy at that time.

For the purpose of this paper, we define active surveillance as the active search for infected workers in stables who reported equine disease, while we define passive (rapid) surveillance as the screening for WNV disease among patients who seek medical care and fulfil the case definition (of suspected cases) outlined below.

Since 2001, a national veterinary surveillance system based on periodic testing of sentinel chickens and horses has identified sporadic seroconversions [3] without further occurrence of actual WNV disease until 2008 [4]. In August 2008, an equine WNV outbreak was detected in areas surrounding the Po river delta, involving the regions Emilia-Romagna (provinces of Bologna and Ferrara) and Veneto (province of Rovigo) (Figure 1). Subsequently, active and passive human surveillance was started in both regions [5].

Case definition

West Nile fever is the most common clinical presentation of West Nile disease, and is characterised by a influenza-like, usually self-limiting febrile illness, usually accompanied by headache and joint and/or muscular pain, and sometimes by other non-specific symptoms including a maculopapular rash. West Nile neuroinvasive disease is a rarer, severe presentation characterised by meningitis, encephalitis or infection of spinal motor neurons, with a high frequency of transient to permanent neurologic sequelae in survivors [6].

Figure 1

West Nile virus outbreaks in Italy, 1998 (horses) and 2008 (horses and humans)
The case definition of suspected cases (passive surveillance) was the same in both regions and specifically applied to West Nile neuroinvasive disease, including patients aged 15 years and older, with fever ≥ 38.5 °C and neurological symptoms such as encephalitis, meningitis, Guillain-Barré syndrome or acute flaccid paralysis.

Cases were further classified as:

- possible: clinical symptoms and clear (aseptic) cerebrospinal fluid (CSF);
- probable: clinical symptoms and at least one of the following laboratory criteria: isolation of WNV from blood or CSF; ELISA detection of IgM antibodies against WNV; seroconversion; fourfold increase of IgG antibodies in acute- and convalescent-phase serum samples (preferably with 15-20 days between the two samples);
- confirmed: clinical symptoms and at least one of the following laboratory criteria: isolation of WNV from blood or CSF; ELISA detection of IgM antibodies in CSF; positive RT-PCR in blood and/or CSF; ELISA detection of increasing levels of IgM and IgG antibodies against WNV, confirmed by neutralisation testing carried out at the reference laboratory of the Istituto Superiore di Sanità in Rome [5].

Asymptomatic WNV infection was defined by positive serology in individuals identified through active surveillance and reporting no clinical symptoms.

**West Nile virus in the Emilia-Romagna region, 2008**

In September 2008, the first human case of West Nile neuroinvasive disease in Italy was reported in an 83-year-old female resident of rural Emilia-Romagna (province of Bologna) [7]. In October, another two neuroinvasive cases were reported in the same region (province of Ferrara). To the best of our knowledge, no case of WNV fever was reported in this region (L. Venturi, personal communication).

**West Nile virus in the Veneto region, 2008**

**Passive surveillance**

In October 2008, human passive (rapid) surveillance in Veneto identified an 81-year-old female resident of the province of Rovigo who was hospitalised with viral meningoencephalitis. As of 11 March 2009, the patient remains hospitalised in critical condition.

**Active surveillance**

Four WNV asymptomatic infections were identified by active surveillance (see Table and Figure 2). All serologically confirmed cases were WNV infections reported retrospectively by active surveillance: when WNV disease in horses was known to have occurred in a given stable, all stable workers were contacted by the regional health teams, asked to complete a clinical questionnaire, and serum samples were taken for laboratory analysis as outlined above.

**Other**

In November 2008, a 48-year-old female resident of the province of Rovigo spontaneously presented at the Centre for Tropical Diseases in Negrar (Verona) and reported a fever episode three months previously, accompanied by maculopapular rash, adenopathy and severe headache, the latter still incompletely resolved as of January 2009. The patient had fully recovered in February.

At the time of the acute episode she had not been tested. Serologic testing in November 2008 (ELISA and neutralisation test) confirmed her as a case of WNV fever. As this case was identified neither by active nor by passive (rapid) surveillance, it is classified in the Table below as “other”.

In February 2009, a second, probable human case of West Nile neuroinvasive disease in the same province in Veneto was identified retrospectively (highly positive IgG, ELISA test), although a positive PCR for Epstein-Barr virus in the CSF casts some doubts on this case. Laboratory confirmation is still pending, and the case is not included in the Table.

**Discussion**

In both Emilia-Romagna and Veneto, human surveillance was initiated once veterinary surveillance had identified the first cases in horses in August, 2008. Active surveillance targeted workers of infected stables, while passive (rapid) surveillance concerned suspected cases.

Not surprisingly, surveillance (in both Veneto and Emilia-Romagna) only detected either asymptomatic cases (active surveillance) or neurological cases (passive surveillance). West Nile fever cases were not reported, although this is by far the most frequent presentation of the disease. According to the literature, about 80 of 100 WNV infections are virtually asymptomatic, 20 are cases of West Nile fever, while the neuroinvasive disease accounts for less than 1% [6].

A major shortcoming of the current surveillance system is the concentration on neurological disease. Once animal or human cases have been detected, passive surveillance in humans should be broadened to include not only neurological disease, but also West Nile fever cases, in order not to miss the true extent of an outbreak.

The clinical picture of West Nile fever consists of fever with a variable combination of accompanying symptoms [6]. The case definition of a suspected case should therefore include any symptoms or signs indicating inflammation or infection of the central nervous system.
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unexplained fever, with or without rash, headache, adenopathy or joint pain, occurring in areas where veterinary disease is reported. Any more specific definition would not be sensitive enough to detect most cases.

Although West Nile fever is a benign disease, many reasons would justify making passive human surveillance as sensitive as possible during an outbreak. Firstly, the potential risk involved for blood transfusions [8] and transplantations [9] is not negligible: although viraemia roughly coincides with fever, and febrile patients would be suspended from blood or transplant donation in any case, effective surveillance of fever would better identify the geographic areas where human cases occur and where precautionary restrictions should be introduced. Secondly, West Nile fever itself may be a more severe illness than had previously been thought and recovery may require more than two months [6]: although there is no specific treatment to be offered, it is important to reassure the patients with regard to the cause of their complaints.

In summary, experience from the recent outbreaks highlights a need to review the current surveillance system for WNV. Timely diagnosis and reporting not only of cases of West Nile neuroinvasive disease, but also of West Nile fever cases would allow a more accurate assessment of the geographic distribution of WNV infection and guide control measures [10].
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Figure 2
Serology results (positive in blue, negative in gray) in the provinces of Veneto, Italy, August 2008-March 2009

RO: Rovigo; VR: Verona; VI: Vicenza; PD: Padova; VE: Venezia; TV: Treviso; BL: Belluno